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South Perth Winter Congress 
 
Our winter congress was held 5-7 August. While numbers were down compared to earlier years, this is an ongoing 
trend with all bridge events in WA at present. It is a major headache for competition directors, as entries tend to be 
somewhat fluid, with people having to pull out due to Covid. However, the event was enjoyable and many 
comments were heard regarding the enormous array of goodies on offer for morning and afternoon teas. Thank you 
to everyone who provided food and a special thank you to Evelyn and her band of helpers who kept everything 
moving so well in the kitchen. 

Welcome pairs 

1st Ian Bailey and Bill Symons (pictured right, 
with Vice President Tony McKinnon) 

2nd Wendy Harman and Joe Louis (right) 

3rd Bob Prince and Doreen Jones 

Congress Pairs – Qualifying 

1st Nick Cantatore and Gerry Daly 

Congress Pairs – Final 

1st Deana Wilson and Hamish McCracken 
(below) 

2nd Ron Cooper and Tom Lemann (below right, with Tony McKinnon) 

3rd Viv Wood and Marnie Leybourne 

 

 

 

 

Congress Pairs – Plate 

1st Tad Bieganski and Andrew Swider 

2nd Nigel Dutton and Marie-France Merven 

3rd Tim Wright and Phil Bapty 
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Congress Pairs – Consolation 

1st Deborah Greenway and Marion Bogue 

2nd Peter Holloway and Arianna Yusof 

3rd  Valerie Isle and Jan Blight 

 

Congress Teams 

1st David Matthews, Jessica Chew, Geoff Holman and 
Chris Ingham (pictured right) 

2nd Terry and Louise Collins, Richard and Sue Grenside 
(right, with Congress Convenor Garth Scotford) 

3rd David Schokma, Catherine Hood, Cynthia 
Belonogoff and Alan Harrop (with Garth Scotford) 

 

 

 

 

 

SPBC Annual General Meeting 

The club’s AGM will be held on Saturday, 10 September, followed by bridge. Nominations are open for positions on 
the committee. 
 

 

Club Pairs Championships 

 
The Club Pairs Championship was recently held over two Saturdays. Kimberley Zhao and Alan Cransberg (left, with 
Director Neville Walker) came first, with David Matthews and Nick Cantatore placing second. Carol and Martin 
Cleeve were third. 
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Latest Promotions 

Bronze National Master: Lyn Toft 
Bronze Regional Master: Margaret Lambert  
Bronze Local Master:  Suzanne Bidstrup 
Local Master:   Madeline Radestock 
Club Master:   Alan Bollands, Lorraine Brady and Katherine McGregor 
Graduate Master:  Richard Cohen, Colin Griffin and Sandra Noble 
 
 

Improving your bridge 

Bridge is quite possibly the only sport/past-time in which people of all levels of ability and experience can compete 
relatively equitably together. (Every “top” player has a cupboard full of stories where they got taken to the cleaners 
by a couple of beginners, even if they don’t like to admit it!) 

People also play bridge for all kinds of reasons. Some just want an afternoon of companionable fun, coffee, tea and 
biscuits for the lofty price of $7 and don’t “really” care how well they do. Others are highly competitive and want to 
improve. This column is for the latter variety. 

Good bridge players are kind of like lawyers. Ask three different people about what you should have done and you’ll 
get five different answers. However, the best way to improve your game is to record what you did for each hand and 
review your results later as well as, perhaps, asking for some advice. 

It is strongly recommended that you pick one “good” player and just ask them. They should be helpful if they play 
the same (or almost the same) system as you. If you start shopping around for opinions, you will just get more 
confused, as there are often several options on a hand. For example, what are you going to do with this? 

K 8 7 6,  A Q T 9 8, 6, 7 6 5 

Your partner opens 1D and the next player overcalls 1S. 

There are four options, depending on your bidding style! 

1. Pass (always an option, which is not adopted often enough by some players) 
2. 1NT. You have a spade stopper 
3. 2H. This is highly aggressive given your limited point count and would push partner into 3D if they have no 

heart support. This bid might be more attractive if your clubs and diamonds were reversed 
4. Double, although you are slightly lying about the length of both your hearts and your clubs 

Happy bridging! 

 

 

Finally, please take your turn at duty in the kitchen. It has been noted at several sessions 
this past week that, despite there being up to 12 people with last names starting with this 
month’s letters, most of them have carefully avoided being anywhere near the kitchen. 
The club does not have any elves, so please help. Thank you. 


